.
Is it true that the pen is mightier than the sword, that all battles are won or lost
before a shot is fired in anger? Collusion: secret agreement or understanding for purposes
of trickery or fraud, deceit underhand scheming. Subjugate: to bring under the yoke or
into subjection. To bring into bondage, or under complete control, to make subservient.
In the book Seven pillars of wisdom by T.E. Lawrence (paraphrasing) the only way
dictators can stay in power is for the lack of CURIOSITY on the part of their people. This
is the most strategic quote of the 20th century, on battlefields today and struggles yet to
unfold.
Is it any wonder why women have almost always been put down by their leaders,
they have almost had to fight harder than anyone else to get ahead. The mistreatment of
women is the Achilles heel of totalitarian regimes. What has the lack of CURIOSITY
done to the United States and our families. The very bedrock, the granite of our Republic.
Only 40% of our people bother to show up and vote, Yet the Iraqi people will, to the tune
of 80% and at the threat of a gun point. Only a well informed people can be trusted with
their government. Those who give up a little freedom for a little security, will deserve
neither and get none. Question with boldness even the existence of God (Thomas
Jefferson) Is it any wonder special interests and their foot soldiers on K street have
hijacked our country . Manipulate the laws of our nation, CONTROL THE MESSAGE
and you can destroy American families, the bedrock of our Republic . The will of the
majority does not mean being continuously, over ruled by the minority . Lets go shopping
for a judge , that will tell us what we want to hear !!!! With Liberty, and justice for
who??? Our enemies are laughing their heads off, at us !!!!. Creep , creep, along said the
turtle to the hare. The majority of Americans retire at poverty levels of incomes, and
others issues equally important, only because we let them .The truth will set you free?
Prior service of people in positions of authority is to be valued and appreciated.
Prior service allows you to be in a position of rank and authority, you have risen to. Prior
service does not give you a free pass to stay out of Fort Leavenworth or a Federal
penitentiary. When politicians, staffers, officers and nco’s , manipulate and control
intelligence to protect your careers, the most vulnerable among us are killed. This
misconduct extends to any 3 letter security agency you care to mention. This happens at
the highest to the lowest levels with few exceptions. Kick the can, avoid responsibility.
donkeys with blinders. Failure of leadership, no initiative, CYA.!!! Stay in your lane
and continue to get our people killed. For those of you that want to continue to threaten
me with arrest, we are going to find out who the public wants to send to jail, me or
SOMEONE ELSE !! If you are feeling froggy, jump into to this pot of hot water. Don’t
judge a book by its cover.
Didn’t it ever occur to any of you that when security ops, get all those people
killed on American soil on 911, and afterwards , that someone was going to tunnel in
from the bottom, with no authority, to find out what is really going on . Don’t let the rats
know you are coming , and put your hazmat suit on first because you are going to get
covered in crap Be it at the Pentagon, Capitol Hill and else where. I want to know how
you to react to a curve ball you didn’t see coming. Do you try and catch it, do you get in
the batters box and try to hit the curve ball , or do you kick the can to avoid
responsibility, not my job. Who ever coined the term that a terrorist only has to get lucky

once and that we have to be right 100% of the time , wrote this as an excuse and
justification for failure. In the world where I live in the global war on terror failure is not
an option, not on watch!!
Kick the can with few exceptions to this statement, is what I have found.
Conventional policies , conventional procedures in an unconventional war? If it takes a
thief to stop and catch a thief, a hacker to stop a hacker, do you really think it’s enough
to have boots on the ground, in conventional security operations, federal, state, and local.
Is that really enough? I get in a knock down drag out argument with an agent one night,
figuratively pull out a baseball bat and smack them up along side the head. You can’t say
that, you can’t even imply that , you don’t have that authority, he bellows at me, like a
wounded bull. We finally got you, he claims, you are going to get in trouble . The
following morning President Bush is unexpectedly in the White House Press Room
telling people among other things, that how a president gets his intelligence is
presidential prerogative. He gained my trust, when you made that speech to law
enforcement in this country. Making it clear that some people, needed an attitude
adjustment after 911.
I don’t remember any of these agents or officials on the ground after 911 , on the
turf of a serial pipe bomber . That had blown up cars and nearly killed American families
in the process. Could this country afford to have a bomb go off at a mall, going into the
holidays after 911 ? Engines on airplanes mysteriously falling of planes, pieces of the
cabin popping off during the flight?? I knew based on prior misconduct of Gold Shield
detectives of the NYPD, JTTF , New York Port Authority and FBI NYC, that I could not
turn to or depend on them. Commissioner Kelly , it is unfortunate what happened to your
city on 911. , however some of your men, are to close to the trees to see the forest. To an
unsung Hero with the FAA and a specialized department with New Jersey a debt of
gratitude by this nation can never be paid. Thank you is not enough!!!
The misconduct of the FBI is just part of the problem . It’s classified need to
know is the best way to hide, malfeasance , misconduct, and dereliction of duty. This is
happening because of ineptitude and failure to anticipate on the part of our 3 letter
security agencies, not to mention our leaders. I will not continue to sit by and have my
sense of patriotism used against me. Our enemies have everything in place to make the
Twin Towers look like a walk in the park.
Justice ignored, justice denied. Deny justice for one, hurts everyone . Manipulate
the laws of our nation , CONTROL THE MESSAGE and you can destroy American
families, the bedrock of our republic. With liberty and justice for who?? Our enemies are
laughing their heads off at us. The most dangerous person on American soil, is an
American woman who has had to unnecessarily bury her child, and she then realizes that
her other children are still in critical danger and that the danger is closer than she realizes.
I’m going to take her blind fold off. You’re no longer going to treat the American family
like mushroom’s, to be left in the dark covered in manure.
Our enemies have watched our leaders sweep treason under the carpet. They have
not told us the truth about 911, despite my efforts. (911informationwithheld.com) Our
enemies have watched our leaders manipulate the energy policy to the detriment of
member nations of the G20. Eisenhower first said beware of the military complex of our
country. Was a special interest called PMA for politicians shut down so that the FBI
could not close in? Our politicians then go after Karzai of Afghanistan complaining

about corruption. What load of crock !!! There is a profiteer element in the pentagon,
that looks at dead DOD personnel and the Muslim world as the cost of doing business
and our politicians are part of it. Is that why some people in our country don’t want the
absentee ballots of DOD personnel counted? The lies to the family of Pat Tilman, The
pentagon has not been burying our dead properly for how long?? Talk about an attitude
of arrogance of power and contempt of the public, and certainly not restricted to the
pentagon. A privately held American company, indirectly supporting a company
helping Iran. Iran using IED’S against US PERSONNEL ???
I had a senior staffer to a congressman say that marines and soldiers are just
pawns of the chess board. My fellow marines and soldier overseas depend on operations
stateside to keep their families safe. There are some people inside these 3 letter agencies,
that need to be arrested and made an example, for those left, regardless of prior service.
I’m not talking about an agency head like Director Mueller.
Maybe if some of these desk jockeys , (Remington Raiders, Remington type
writers) had ever stood up close and personal to insurgents on American and Canadian
soil to kill their family, they would have a sense of urgency and would not take some
things for granted. The ACLU then sues US BORDER CUSTOMES??? Why would the
ACLU want to interfere with American Sovereignty of our borders. Manipulate the laws
of our nation, CONTROL THE MESSAGE and you can destroy American families What
could a lap top computer, have revealed before 911? I thought this special interest group
stood for the American Civil Liberties Union, not the CIVIL Liberties Union imposing
our rights to all citizens of the world, destroying the sovereignty of our borders??
To the agent at the Customs border operation , situation room, that caught a curve
ball. Shortly after President Obama began his presidency , as our enemy is telling our
country they are going to attack Washington DC. ( To this agent OUTSTANDING ) Not
everyone involved in CTI (counter terrorism and intelligence) in defense of our nations,
files reports, massages egos, throws down a gun and badge, to get things done. If I had to
do that, I would never get anything done. Frankly I can move twice as fast without them,
although exasperating most of the time. I wish you understood just how difficult, it can
be at times, to protect grown adults , with guns badges , or those in authority, from their
own stupidity at times. Some of these people that you depend on to keep your family safe
couldn’t think out of the box to save their butt. ( Hey guy’s you have 2 ears and 1 mouth
for reason , law is on your side, so get your head of your rear end !!! You are getting
people killed unnecessarily. Save your excuses for someone else.!!! , being a good person
and you care is not good enough)
My operational theater is the continental United States and Canada. Further more
if I feel the need to stick my nose into issues over sea’s or other matter’s, that some may
feel is none of my business , I do that as well. President Obama goes over sea’s to
Afghanistan, I realize there is a problem with terrorist’s blowing themselves up on their
birthday and why, and the catalyst be hind this. (It’s on the weekend I can’t get a hold of
a secret service agent that I would normally deal with in Dallas) I contacted the Secret
Service for the Washington DC field office; these agents listened politely and merely said
we will send an email to Dallas. What??? No sense of urgency, kick the can, hanging up,
lying about who they were etc... When a president is overseas.???
I contacted Protective Intelligence directly myself realizing it was going to be a
crap shoot, luck of the draw, because some of these guy’s, shouldn’t be there, or that the

minimum retrained on some issue’s. I got lucky this time, had the opportunity to speak
with a female agent. Addressed my concern’s , explained the problem’s , that I had just
encountered with the Washington Field Office why I was upset and then bluntly said “
Do you have any afghan national’s who we think are our friends near the President who’s
Birthday is today?? What she did with it, I’ll never know, but the President was delayed
going to a meeting.
It might shock the nation as it should, just how many agents of this agency alone
and others , have made it clear that they don’t have to worry about homeland security.
I’m not talking about green horn’s. There are some agent’s in Dallas where former
President Bush resides that have a lot of explaining , especially their head quarters . Does
director Sullivan even know??
I suppose I should count myself lucky for not having my nose cut off the way my
enemy did to a woman. That I should count myself lucky, that I only just got shoved and
pushed around by an FBI police officer , at FBI headquarters while FBI agent’s watched,
and did nothing. I was there to follow up on my complaints with OPR. I would like to
recognize SIOC at FBI HDQ. (OUTSTANDING) Any Attorney General during the
global war on terror needs to be called on the carpet. Including US attorney Gerald
Fitzpatrick and other DOJ employees, for reason’s that have nothing to do with me
getting pushed around. Justice ignored, Justice denied. Deny justice for one, hurts
everyone. Manipulate the laws of our nation, CONTROL THE MESSAGE and you can
destroy American families, the bedrock of our republic . Our enemies are laughing their
heads off at us. With liberty and justice for who??
If the left hand was talking to the right hand the way it is supposed to , our
President in is recent speech’s in the Oval office and the Gulf would not have used the
term epidemic and Russian roulette . If someone inserted these word’s in his speech’s
realizing what I know, about the imminent danger our nation and our families are in, to
send me through the roof, congratulations you succeeded, and now your going to deal
with the consequences especially after what I found inside the CDC and else where,
including ,federal protective service, those tasked with looking after the safety of federal
employees. ( I need to digress for a moment to give more back ground.)
Four years (1997) before 911 an Air Force NCO Angel Pacheco (my father) that
had previously retired from Patrick Air Force Base in 1980 was awarded a patent that
stops our countries dependency on foreign oil. This information was disclosed to his
current employer at the time US Booster inc. at the Kennedy Space Center Space when
he worked as a solid rocket booster inspector (quality assurance). This patent information
was also supplied to the current commanding General at the time at Patrick who
instructed Angel to also copy the base news paper ,The Missileer for the 45th space wing
command. As I have said to dad in the past you can’t get upset at a 3 stripper or a
Lieutenant , they are not expected to think or taught to think about energy in global terms,
but Generals are!!!
Why would the Air Force and others in the Pentagon or else where in Washington
DC or the Defense Contract Industry want to reform the Middle East without blood shed.
Combat is good for careers , combat is good for weapon systems. dead Marines, dead
Soldiers, dead Arabs , the cost of doing business?? Pawns on a chess board? Isn’t strange
that when the automotive industry learns about Angel Pacheco’s technology , they

realized that they didn’t own his patent, water it down, under utilize the true capabilities
of his technology and give our country the hybrid automobile, gasoline electric.
When his technology is properly utilized you end up with a pure electric
automobile without a gasoline engine that cuts the cord and allows you to drive across the
country and all the way back and you don’t have to plug it in to recharge it. Proper
application of this technology will result in no electric bills for your home. Say that
again?, no more gasoline or electric bills ? You mean that in an ice storm and the grid
goes down my family still has electricity?? That’s correct!! We will always have a power
grid, but what is the implication’s of energy in a underdeveloped 3rd world country that
can’t afford to develop a organized power grid , to health and welfare of their citizens.
What’s going on and why wasn’t the country told about this?? As Angel sees the
problem his technology was not invented in house by a private company. Further more he
feels that the other problem is because he is a Puerto Rican. Minority . Do special
interest’s or the government want you to be in a position that you don’t have to pay
gasoline or electric bill’s . What do special interest’s group’s, and the government stand
to collectively lose?? What do you stand to gain , and why are politicians trying to shove
laws down your throat , and ignore WE THE PEOPLE!! They are trying to stay one step
ahead of your money, that you are not adult enough to manage your own affairs, and
make your own decisions. Keep our families in the dark, so power brokers can maintain
control. What do you do to a tick , sucking the life blood out of our families.
If OPEC ministers four years before 911 had understood that we are going to kill
your cash cow, they would have gone after their radicals for fear of losing their revenue
and they would not continue to brain wash their children in madras’s , to become the next
generation of suicide bombers, or continue to export their wahabi sect and sharia law of
ISLAM all over the world. They would not be allowed to issue diplomatic passports to
their citizens on our soil and Europe that are not part of the diplomatic community . I
don’t ever remember Christian Missionaries anywhere in the world telling their believers
to blow themselves up for attention, to achieve political objective’s . ?? Did Ghandi
advocate this violence in their struggles against the British .
Arab leaders learned a lot by watching the struggles that the Israelis went through
with the British, but even at the height of violence against the British I don’t ever recall
that Israel’s condoned suicide bombing. Change the label, change the brand but a leopard
is still a leopard. The Palestinians and their alleged effort’s for statehood, have been used
as pawns by Arab leader’s at large . Weapons of mass distraction and distortion. The
action’s of Arafat and others in the Arab world before , during and after the Oslo accord’s
prove this. The Arab world and others have learned to use our Christian values against us.
The United States has pumped how many billion’s of dollars into the Middle East for a
negative rate of return on investment of how much? Our enemies are laughing their heads
off at us, all the way to the bank, and we are getting played!! Especially at the UN .
The world will always need oil to a degree, for the manufacturing of product’s
only and not need oil at all for energy whatsoever . I would like commend and recognize
the staff of T Boone Pickens of BP Capitol. His staff recognized their fiduciary
to their investor’s. T Boone Pickens was the first and only to openly ever mention the
concept of the electric car. Records will also show various contacts with the staff of Mr.
Ron Gettlefinger of the UAW and Ford Automotive , as well on my part.

My congressman and senator’s and others all over Capitol Hill on both sides of
the aisle to numerous to mention, never did or would. How many times has this
information been ignored by CENTCOM, the Pentagon, and military bases??
REPEATDLY !!!. Member nations of the G20 and China will look at oil as a bridge
technology, given where things are headed and will only buy oil from nations that don’t
have terror and evil in their hearts. Only Allah and God can know the true heart or
intentions of man, but MY ENEMIES telegraph their intentions.
When DOE and others found out about this technology, they didn’t tell us or fund
it to come online . How and why did the first hydrogen automobile fuel station with the
help of DOD and special interest’s, come online in Washington DC. This issue is not
restricted to the the efforts of Clinton or President Bush that told us Hydrogen emits
water. Hydrogen is environmentally friendly, but strategic information is being
manipulated to hurt American families and member nations of the G20 and China.
Hydrogen would also require that we reinvest in our delivery systems. NTSB tells our
country after the explosion in San Bernadino Ca. That yet another explosion is likely to
occur involving these natural gas pipe line somewhere else.
There are various ways to develop hydrogen, but as developed to come online the
key ingredient necessary is natural gas . By way of world deposits the Russians, Iranians
and Qatar own and control more than 50% of the world deposit’s which is why they
want to form a cartel to control the prices and Europe has already seen what people are
trying to do to them because of natural gas. Dependency on natural gas is at the heart of
the onion in the layers of the argument of the green movement . Russia , and Iran need’s
this revenue to continue their militarized agenda against nations that want freedom for
their people’s , despite what they put out for world consumption.
Governor Schwarzenegger used to talk about his hydrogen humve . I had the
occasion to speak to security operations in California and in the course of this
conversation I made it clear that when you manipulate the energy policy to give aide and
comfort to our enemies , that’s treason and then other words kick in. Complicity,
accessory, aiding and abetting. As we all know DOE claimed that the restrictions
California was imposing on the auto industry was not allowed.
That California was trying to impose their own environmental , and energy policy
against federal law. I’d like to compliment the Governor and Senator Lieberman for their
Integrity. Governor Schwarzenegger, then gets together with some of his fellow
Governor’s to initiate a law suit , regarding state emissions policies., impacting DOE .
This law suit finds its way to the Supreme court for validation. The EPA and is now
involved in emission control, and some people in DOE , and GAO need to go to a Federal
Penitentiary.
People to this day don’t understand why during a State of the Union speech of
President Bush and then Democratic Senator Lieberman hugged and kissed each other the
way they did. Not all staffers on the hill are a waste of the tax payers dollars. I regret
what he went through. It does say a lot about the Democratic party however. Conversely
there are some staffers to then republican senator Arlen Spector of Judiciary that need to
go to a federal penitentiary as well as others on Senate select for Intelligence.
The Soviet Union, Russia or however they want to label themselves (The Evil
Empire) pulled of one of the greatest disinformation campaigns in the History of the
United States. When Gorbachev realized that President Regan was going to pursue stars

wars, missile defense they played possum, to derail missile defense. They worked our
egos over in the world press, which that they are MASTERS OF MANIPULATING, AS
PART OF THEIR POWER BASE, and subsequently we gutted our military , and called
it a peace dividend. Our country then ends up in two operational theaters with DOD
personnel committing suicide??, in record numbers?? Our leader’s in the pentagon and
Capitol Hill don’t won’t to take responsibility for getting snookered, hood winked by our
enemies. Hardliners , The Old Guard, Communism vs. Democracy. The United States
and our Allies never won the Cold War. Communism cloaked itself in another venue.
Change the label, change the brand, a leopard is still a leopard. The United States is a
marketing driven society, visually stimulated. Your enemies have learned to adapt their
marketing campaigns against American families, the bedrock of our republic.
The day our people were killed at Twin Towers , then national security advisor
conde lisa rice was scheduled to give our country a speech on missile defense that
President Bush wanted to pursue as part of his strategic defense policy. Our enemies
knew about this speech in advance because of a mole at an executive level. Our enemies
arranged for the death of our people so that our national treasury would get diverted to
the global war on terror and derailed missile defense, Yet again!!
Further more there was a blow back operation to hurt our Joint Chiefs of Staff .
How did Investigative Journalist James Bamford in his book Body of Secrets get his
hands on classified information that the Joint Chiefs would have never declassified let
alone to go public . Probably from the same mole that told our enemies that President
Bush was going to pursue missile defense in the first place His book was published and
released before 911. He talks about Operation Northwood’s . The purpose of this
operation during the Cuban missile crisis was to arrange for the death of Americans on
American soil, make it look like the Cubans did it so that we could take them out, care of
the Joint Chiefs. Personally I don’t believe Colin Powell, General Myers, General Pace
or Admiral Mullen would not authorize or condone another operation like this. However
regardless of my personal feelings if the Joint Chiefs considered this in the past would
they do it again? Part of deception, is whatever the eye sees the mind believes. A
picture is worth a 1000 words . Is it true the Pentagon is trying buy up all copies of Black
Heart??
There is yet another book called Treason written by Rebecca West that explains
what happened during a major Spy Scandal in Britain called the Burgess Mc lean affair
that tore their country apart, upheaval, change of political leadership , what the catalyst
was on September the 11th , that triggered a sequence of event’s in Britain . A blue print
that Clinton duplicated during his administration ,to see if security in this country would
see the pattern on September the 11th during his administration and were we going to
deal with treason, not impeachment. It’s the choreograph of events that crescendo on
September 11th that is the issue, and other strategic dates. The 13th ??
There is a direct coloration involving the tag team of Gorbachev and Clinton.
Gorbachev gives a formal speech on September the 10th , that eastern block refugees
are free to the leave the Soviet Union and the eastern Block. Informally declaring
economic warfare on West Germany and other nations of Europe, the following day
September the 11th. Clinton and Arafat put on a dog and pony show . Sign the Oslo
accords realizing that they would have a direct opposite intent on Isreal after September
the 11th. The OSLO accords signed on Friday the 13th?? ( The joke was on the United

States and Israel and our enemies knew exactly what they were doing ) How many
billions of dollars have we pumped into the Middle East or into the hands of our enemies
at the UN over the last 50 years alone?? Our enemies have learned to use our Christian
values against us , so they can laugh at us all the way to the bank.
Whoever first coined the term that a Iran getting the atomic bomb ignites a middle
eastern nuclear arms race is full of prunes. Does the UN , Russia and China really believe
that Iran getting the bomb, wont affect you? That only the JEWS will get killed again??
The Israelis remember , how their people were slaughtered by the millions in the death
camps as the world watched and did nothing to stop it. How the Germans controlled the
message , with the Red Cross and others. Resulting in their holocaust , to the tune
millions of their dead people.
Now you expect them to sit by and experience a nuclear holocaust. The Israelis
have watched the UN pass any number of resolution’s and sanctions over the past 50
years that are not worth the paper they are written on, to hang in an outhouse as wall
paper. Shred it as soon as it is signed , because it is not worth crap. Netanyahu is a
commando that cut his teeth killing terrorist’s when he was younger . A man cut out of
the cloth of a Golda Meir. His loyalty above anything else is to the Jewish people and
their homeland. Arab leaders, and others , still tries to destroy the Jewish nation, to this
day. MANIPULATE AND CONTROL THE MESSAGE, to avoid reforms and freedom
for the Arab people.
A terrorist is nothing more than an Arab leaders foot soldier’s that does not
want freedom to happen for their people in Cradle of Civilization. Weapons of mass
distraction , and distortion in the grand scheme of things. Arab leaders learned the hard
way that they could not defeat Israel on a conventional battlefield, so they changed the
label to change the brand but a leopard is still a leopard. Abu nadal, Carlos the Jackal and
other’s are on a long list to Bin Laden. Marcus Wolfe, formerly of East German Security
the Stazi acknowledges is his book Man without a face, one of their spy masters. That the
KGB, and East Germans actively trained Terrorists against the United States and the
West .
God knows I would not to live in the Palestinian Camps. Arafat walked away
from an agreement on purpose, to the tune of billions . Arab leaders that do try to pursue
peace or freedom for their people are then assassinated . Do really think the Israeli’s are
going to sit back and let a scorpion, or viper bite them. As the Russian’s, China and UN
turn their back on this whole process.
Israel is a nation that already has nuclear weapon’s and are forced to watch a
bully in Iran brag , how they are going to destroy freedom in the middle east. Do the
Israelis reserve the right as a nation, at nuclear first strike. Do they require the permission
of anyone to perfect the neutron bomb? Can they use the Nuclear First Strike Option and
not simultaneously deal with the Russian’s and Chinese and Europe who don’t give a
crap about Israel as a nation, with or without the consent of the United States. Are you
trying to say that the majority of the Arab world will unite with the Israeli’s in a domestic
conventional campaign against Iran? Snowballs, chance in hell of that. What is the
danger if we if pull out of Iraq and not leave democratic institutions in place, stronger
than the military we trained?? The Arab world has learned to play the system to the tune
of billions.

Justice ignored, justice denied. Deny justice for one, hurts everyone. Manipulate
the laws of our nation, CONTROL THE MESSAGE, and you can destroy American
families, the bedrock of our republic. With liberty and justice for who ?? Our enemies are
laughing their heads off at us.
There is a book called strategy, Captain Liddell Hart that spells out why
September 11th 1915 is strategic to hardliners in Russia. Senior military leaders directly
or indirectly study his teachings; including a quote by Lenin the time to give your enemy
the mortal blow is at the highest level of his moral decline of your enemy. It’s not an
accident that Gorbachav is standing at Governors Island on December 7th starring at the
Twin Towers and the New York skyline before the first attack. It’s not an accident that
Clinton is apologizing about Monica in the White House in front of a 100 ministers on
September the 11th. Furthermore the most imminent institution on American soil to fight
Communism is the Pentagon. When military and civilian leaders gathered to break
ground to build the Pentagon in the 40’s was on September the 11th.
Enemies of our families have learned that our country is exceptionally label brand
sensitive. They have learned to change the label, change the brand, but a leopard is still a
leopard. Gorbachav says we are not the Soviet Union anymore. Calls the KGB aside and
says we are not going to call you guys that anymore. Those stupid Americans understand
the term mafia so that is what we are going to call you. The Russian people, Europe and
the United States have seen the impact that the Russian Mafia has had on our families...
We have witnessed how Russian scientists with nuclear expertise went to work for Iran to
feed their families, as hard liners collapsed the Soviet Union intentionally.
What happened to the “RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS WITH BIOLOGICAL
WARFARE EXPERTISE “their epidemiologists, microbiologists, their people trained in
virology, genetic engineers and other disciplines in this warfare platform? Our politicians
have said that biological warfare is the poor mans nuclear bomb.
How do you hide a white Russian scientist with the skill set I’m talking about? in
plain sight . When our country has pick a number 5, 10,15, 25, 50 100 + thousand dead
Americans on our hands , as a Russian scientist with the skill set I’m talking about, can
you hide in China and kill our people, South America, the Middle East , or Africa no
because who do we ultimately point our missiles at. If you are a white Russian Anglo
scientist with the skill set I’m talking about aren’t you going to stick out like a sore
thumb for us to find, for retaliation ?
Have you forgotten that a week before the democratic national convention that a
monkey was discovered running around the subway system in Japan? Isn’t that where
saran gas was used. The Iranians have imported monkeys from Africa. That when people
offend a Muslim sect, do hands and feet get chopped off? A contestant in the world
pageant from Brazil that trumpets women and their bodies that are not covered in
burkha’s or veils contracts a virus that results in the amputation of her hands and feet
before she dies to try to try and save her life. That a member of the Air force contracts the
same virus only to have his hands amputated Western women not covered in burkha’s
and veils, with our enemies trying to actively recruit women that don’t meet our
prescribed profile of a terrorist. A woman in, Mesa Arizona then has acid thrown in her
face? , anywhere else??
What about members of the air force that report to duty in Lack land Air force
Base in Texas, Former Presidents Bush’s home state? Grown healthy men that report to

duty at a DOD facility only to die of the cold??? Grown men dieing of the cold?? The
issues regarding our bees, those bats in the caves of New York and New Mexico dieing
off. Take bats out of the ecosystems and mosquitoes are free to do what? What does that
do to our Agriculture. The water supply in California to part of our Agriculture is shut
down because laws are manipulated to destroy families and our food supply. The out
break of fen gee fever that has been dormant for how many decades. A town in Alamosa
Colorado that has it’s town water supply taken out, contaminating the people in this
town. Are you paying attention regarding whooping cough ( pertussis ) , in California?
The Super Bug that mysteriously neutralizes our Anti Biotic’s . President Obama talks
about Russian Roulette regarding hurricanes a legitimate concern. I mentioned earlier
professional insurgents on American soil. I guess the rest of you have forgotten about the
mother during Katrina in NewOrleans that had her infant head shot and killed in her
arms?? If H1N1, pertussis , or the super bug does not kill us , something else does?? Talk
about Russian Roulette , It’s tail wag the dog and our enemies are laughing.
To my fellows citizens that don’t have emergency action plans ,food supplies,
water , broad band radio’s , for your families, as urged by emergency management or
DHS, you are a fool, and have taken something’s for granted. Get your heads out of the
sand !! If you are not ready for a national emergency get ready. ( PLEASE)
You need to understand how well organized our enemies are to kill our families
on a National Scale. Former Vice President Chenee goes to the Air force Academy and
gives a inspirational speech to graduating cadets as newly commissioned officers. In the
course of his speech the selected sound bit (paraphrasing) the goes world wide for friend
and foe. I don’t know what is about the high altitude’s and fresh air of the mountains of
Colorado that generate, the next generation of leaders , In our fight against terrorism. In
the back yard of an recently arrested terrorist in Denver, driving a limo, shuttle van taxi
out of the Denver airport. An inbound class of freshman to the air force academy is then
ravaged with an out break of H1N1.
What happened to these cadets did not happen to the academy at large and did
not happen on a comparable scale to cadets at army, navy, coast guard or maritime
academies. Initially I thought what had happened to these Cadet’s was someone used a
portable bio weapon chamber that is a breach in the bio hazmat defense system in this
country, that is not properly regulated by DHS . That someone went upwind of the
academy and let a virus fly. But a sergeant over ruled my first conclusions, because what
was happening, was only occurring to only the inbound class of freshmen. How do you
selectively target a group of people and leave the others alone in a group of population.
Genetic Engineering.
Go talk to the biological warfare experts for the Army in Maryland Ft. Dietrich or
those involved in emergency management for confirmation, that the fastest way to
covertly, attack American cities is to stick a weaponized virus in the air-conditioning
systems of taxi’s, shuttle vans, and limos. Realizing a live active virus, is contained until
the ac is turned on, creating patient zero. It is not an accident, rather strategic planning
and engineering on the part of my enemies that we have devout Muslim Somali nationals
driving taxi’s in the President’s home town Chicago, Columbus Ohio and God only
knows what is going on inside other sanctuary cities. I don’t know about the rest of you
but I don’t want to get in those taxi’s. I’m certainly not saying that all these drivers have

evil in their hearts , but it will only take a few that want to cry Jihad and fall on their
sword to go to paradise.
Our country is not even getting told the truth about H1N1. Who in their right
mind in my country is going to put the security and welfare of our families in the hands
of a UN institution called world health, that coincidentally has financial ties to the
companies manufacturing the vaccines for H1N1. H1N1 has already killed how many
people in our country, and abroad? Now let me get this straight. Birds and Pigs have been
around one another for centuries, but coincidentally during the global war on terror in
Mexico. I have a bird that has the Avian bird flu that coincidentally takes a crap in the
food supply of a pig that has the swine flu in Mexico and presto bingo we have H1N1 .
Given the fact the Mexicans go back and forth across the border on a routine daily
basis. Why don’t we have a lot more people sick infected or dead in San Diego or Los
Angeles . Because there are professional military trained insurgents, Terrorist’s and
others complicit in their activities at the minimum as a jump of rally point. Our enemies
want these guys healthy. Why did H1N1 react like a brush fire over the country, because
of taxi’s, shuttle vans and limo’s , like the arrested terrorist from Denver, driving in the
backyard of the cadet’s
How many people can call the New York Fire Department, the Texas Rangers or
Iowa State Police and say “ DANGER CLOSE, DANGER IMMINENT, MASS
CASUALITY EVENT” and not get arrested? ,, if you didn’t have facts to back it up. I
did this before the arrest of a terrorist in Denver. I reiterate that if the left had was talking
to right hand the way they are supposed, connecting the dots, and anticipating my enemy,
President Obama in his recent speech in the Oval Office, regarding the Gulf would not
have used the term epidemic, or Russian Roulette
Our enemies and foreign national have also learned to generate operational funds
through our stock market . Take a look at the money could have been generated before
and after 911 and value of stocks in the airline industry. Those with inside information
could have collectively made millions. What is the FBI and SEC doing to track these
guys down. Now how do hide a white anglo Russian scientist with the biological skill set,
in plain sight inside the pharmaceutical complex of Europe and the United States a key
leading sector of our economies.
Records will show that information went to General Ennis and General Ellis at
CIA and FBI along time ago. Further more it is appropriate that former under secretary of
Intelligence ,General James Clapper has had his nomination to be the next DNI, put on
hold by Senator Tom Coburn. Had the opportunity to speak to the General , surprisingly
on a weekend, while he was on the way out the to a meeting. ( He was rushed but polite
and concerned ) Told him about my concern’s regarding the Biological Warfare
platform, the breech in the Bio hazmat platform in our country. This chamber has a dual
function and I am convinced this is the device that took out the water supply, during the
global war terror in Alamosa Colorado. When I tried to deal with Mc Dill Air force
regarding this issue, the attitude was , we don’t understand why you are getting so upset.
We do a background check on any one coming on our base. I said you are missing the
point, what else is inside the chamber? On your base? Army actions on this issue was
OUTSTANDING.
While the general was concerned and polite, the staffers that serve the offices
of Under Secretary of Intelligence Dr. Gambone, General James Clapper and any staffer

that has been assigned to the Directors office National Intelligence, is whole different can
of worms. As far as I am concerned the office DNI , was hijacked by CIA from it’s very
inception. Interface with any of these office’s without a fancy title and the stench you
find is not good for your health and welfare of your families. Prior service , allows to be
in a position on authority, it does not mean you are going to keep it or stay out of a
Federal Penitentiary . Sadly like anything thing else in this country, we only value and
appreciate what we pay for as a country. I wish I could give glowing reports about
NCTC, CT WATCH, and THE NSC during the global war on terror. What do you do
when you get hit with a curve ball?? Duck , run and hide , is what I have found !!
These scientists’s as part of their pay package are given stock option’s. Our
enemies are riding the roller coaster to the tune of millions and collectively Billions. A
vaccine gets approved , their stock options go up, but there are group of bad players (
insider trading ) in the process that send information abroad and millions are generated.
When the vaccine is recalled, the process is started all over again, options are placed and
millions are made all over again. A vicious cycle with our people and children caught in
the cross hairs.
This process is why we have experienced a whole sale increase of bad medicine,
over the last few decades. Pop a pill, blow a kidney, have a heart attack, and a laundry list
of other aliments . Law suit’s perpetuating an attitude of sue and get rich quick. Our
parent’s know there is a problem with the vaccines , vaccines have a mercury based
preservative. autism results but our parents don’t realize they should be looking at the
actual scientist’s ,inside these companies. The US state department and others would
have vetted and allowed this type of Russian biological warfare expert on American soil,
or inside the pharmaceutical complex in Europe, or did the State Department ignore the
threat, because we allegedly won the cold war, rather than acknowledge that the soviet’s
pulled of one of the greatest information campaign’s against our country.
As I said earlier our enemies realize we are a nation of laws. That if they
manipulate the laws, and CONTROL THE MESSAGE ,they can destroy American
families, the bedrock of our republic from within. Nikita Khrushchev of the USSR said
he would. Is it any wonder that 2 of our most controversial President’s in recent history
are Constitutional law professors, Clinton and President Obama. Make no mistake one of
these men are guilty of high treason and we are not dealing with this collectively as a
nation and as a result my enemy keeps pushing the envelope to kill our people worse than
they already have .To my nation’s leaders on Capitol Hill and the Pentagon do you need a
written engraved invitation to get involved?? I acknowledge that your staffers are only
well to trained to give you deniability ,, Gee I didn’t know, nobody told me. Charlie
Rangel gets cornered and some of the first words out of his mouth is that is the fault of
his staff.
We all remember those pilot’s, in Minnesota airspace that overshot their airport
by and an hour and half. Not communicating with the FAA ground control, and told the
country that they were preoccupied with their lap top computers, despite their
stewardess’s were outside the flight deck trying to get their attention. When NTSB
reviewed the black box everything was erased , not allowing inspector’s to substantiate,
what these pilots were saying. Like 2 boxers in a boxing ring our enemy jabs before hand
to test us, before they try for the knock out. Strange how what happened next didn’t
register, in places the way it should have.

A separate inbound flight with British Airways going to London Gatwick airport
and 6 people pass out .? If what these passengers had experienced was legitimately a
biological warfare event the plane would have been quarantined , you would have had a
lot more people sick or infected on the plane , and this would have been a major
international news media story. None of this happened. The question still remains why
did these passengers pass out. The only way you can cause 6 people to pass out on a
plane and leave the other passengers alone, is that some how, some way in transit from
their home to the seat on the plane, to include the seat on the plane itself. Your enemy has
figured out a way to poison people.
No harm, no foul, when you are a passenger in the cabin. However when your
enemy has figured out a way to do this to your passengers, they are going to attempt this
with your pilots on the flight deck, with doors to the cock pit reinforced. Realizing that I
can’t get in there, to help them if I wanted too. An inbound flight going to a European
capitol city, with pilots passed out on the flight deck not communicating with ground
control of one of our allies. Ground control radar looks at an inbound missile headed their
way, only to shot down a plane full of Americans??
To my fellow citizens, while General Renuart in charged of NORAD has earned
the right to wear those star’s , and General Mattis coming out of Norfolk has earned the
right to take over CENTCOM. Realize that that if you had any idea as to the misconduct
in various command centers ,that has endangered your families, you’d want some people
in a Federal Penitentiary or Fort Leavenworth worse than I do. It’s not the Generals that
need to pay the price. How does no gasoline bills for automobiles help the Airline
Industry??
I recently had the occasion to deal with an FBI field office , who in the past had
experienced acts of terrorism against their city. I’m asking to speak with the duty agent,
to the point of begging. This employee is naturally qualifying my concern , what’s this
about? Terrorism, can you be more specific, they asked? Biological warfare I said. This
employee refused to let me speak to an FBI agent. So I said to them, well let’s hope then
that the next funeral you personally go to, is not for somebody you care about. This
employee then starts to try and put words in my mouth to cover up their misconduct. Are
you threatening the FBI are you threatening a FBI employee, that’s not what I said as
They then go crying to their agent’s. about how I’m threatening the FBI. I then went to
criminal intelligence in the same city to address my concern’s and in the process of
dealing with this detective, a FBI agent interrupts us to only to apologize for the
misconduct of their staffer.
When your enemies have watched our leaders on Capitol Hill , the Pentagon and
else where sweep all these assorted issue’s under the carpet, simultaneously while they
have pin pricked and probed our nation for a biological warfare event that has already
resulted in the death of our citizens, after 911. What do they have in store for our families
next?? Danger close, danger imminent, mass casualty event. Is the next funeral you go to
for somebody you care about.
Had the occasion to try and deal with a Colonel, (DPS) who told me that the only
way he wanted to deal with me , is if I put my concern’s in writing. Let me get this
straight Colonel, you want me to put on a lap top commuter subject to theft. How to blow
up a commercial airline without out the use of formal of explosives and how to walk past
airport security, in writing to make things easy for you. This information puts a bull’s-

eye , on federal buildings and other sensitive position’s . Put it in writing on sensitive
issue’s to avoid responsibility happens all over Capitol Hill on both sides of the aisle and
other places . At least someone in the political process listened and pushed it along. This
information was supplied a long time ago and goes along way to explaining why full
body x ray’s are part of our strategic layered defense to protect your families.
For those of you pandering, for more dead Americans on both sides of the aisle.
Who benefit’s from cheap illegal labor, besides business, that is typically taken care of
by politicians on both sides of the , courtesy of K street. Who else benefit’s? Are any
one the Union’s particularly the SEIU collecting dues that typically go to the democrats
for political purposes against Republican’s , with American families unfairly caught in
the cross hairs . . Is this with of without the consent of their members. Don’t let the bed
bugs bite?? Did the SEIU get involved with protest’s , to protect union members of the
coal mine industry , instead of picking the pockets of illegal migrants. International
Service employees are then picked up , as part of a team to assonate the Pope. How
much money does the religious community stand to loose. Are there politicians getting
paid off or blackmailed by the drug cartel to keep the borders open, that don’t want a
nationalized biometric Id card . A secure border and a nationalized biometric id card tied
into your license is about the only way to flush out the illegal migrants, the terrorists,
insurgents hiding in your neighborhood. An innocent American women has her ID
stolen, by a criminal only to get strip searched and thrown in jail?? As a nation we must
face our fears on this issue. Who benefit’s by allowing back door amnesty for votes?? I
guess all that drug money only goes into the pocket’s of Mexican’s Official’s. The seeds
of our destruction are here.
Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breath free, The
retched refuses of your teaming shore. Send these the homeless tempest-toss to me , I lift
my lamp besides the golden door ( Statue of Liberty) This does not mean I want your
criminals, rapist’s , terrorist’s. and the like either. That I don’t want illegal migrant’s that
are trying to learn English by way of an Info Commercial, contacted in the future only to
get extorted to see how many more illegal migrant’s they will harbor in their home. “How
many can you take?”
I’ve been where the illegal migrant’s are. They work hard inside your loading
docks, your agriculture markets, and your meat supply industry etc. If they feel they are
getting mistreated by their employer that hired them illegally, it’s only human nature that
they will tamper with what? that you put on your table? Have you paid attention
regarding glass going into the food supply of children over seas? The next time we have
a recall because of ecoli ‘ will the President Obama send in ICE and see what he finds, I
know what is there. You can’t reduce this argument in our country, that we are going to
focus on the criminals. To my fellow citizens on both sides of the Isle there are wolves
amongst the innocent illegal migrant. A fifth column movement , sleeper cells here to
kill us. Is the President of the United States more interested in votes for the democratic
party and his base, or is he going to keep CITIZENS of these UNITED STATES safe at
all cost . Clarity of purpose and focus, means what to your family ???
I guess our enemies also managed to flush the term AMERICAN
SOVEREIGNTY out of our education system as well. Justice ignored, justice denied.
Deny justice for one hurts everyone. Manipulate the laws of our nation, CONTROL THE
MESSAGE and you can destroy American families, the bedrock of our republic. Go talk

to a female teacher that left the education that was responsible among other issue’s for
teaching debate to our children, so our children could learn to think for themselves and
the crap she went through. Our enemies are laughing their heads off at us, well I am not
laughing, what about you? For those of you that are laughing , we will see who gets the
last laugh? Some people you can afford to upset, I am not one of them!! What about you ,
to my fellow Americans of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and our Allies?
What are the implications of an Independent Owner Operator for nationally
recognized hotel chains being allowed to tell his employees? Not to register certain hotel
guests of their choosing, kept of the book’s. Both owner operators and Guest’s , olive
tone in complexion of foreign decent and accent . That means a terrorist is free, to travel
at will with impunity undetected. Realizing that I am not welcome in my senators ,
congressman , or FBI’s offices in my State or Capitol Hill, because I am the idiot that
keeps talking about 911. I find an American worker legitimately afraid of loosing here
job if she says something about what she maybe witnessing. Just more information falling
through the crack’s so that someone can avoid responsibility and CYA!! What about the
transaction’s by these owner operators they personally control never witnessed by an
innocent 3rd party. That a Christian is going to turn the other check when our bibles are
stacked up near their trash cans. To the hotelier olive tone in complexion one night in a
small town America when I came off the road that was willing to take food out of his
personal refrigerator , realizing the town was shutting down, THANK YOU!! Who in
the State Department are vetting these people good and bad to come on to American
Shore’s as a beach head against our country . Long before Madam Secretary Hillary
Clinton was appointed.
As I plot on a clock at the 12 , 3 , 6 , 9 positions, 360 degrees all the various
major and minor headline issue’s that have resulted in the death or attempted death of
Americans . Separate distinct event’s at time’s years apart from one another. The
terrorist’s that we did not properly deal with before , or after Oklahoma City, The
terrorist’s of 911, The diaper bomber , that was not stopped properly before hand.
Terrorist’s first learned to manipulate our no fly list during the Oklahoma City Attack.
First name last, last name first etc. The Egyptian that engages in Honor Killings, of his
daughters in a taxi in Texas. A Judge that tells a Muslim man that it is ok , to rape and
beat the hell out of his wife because of his beliefs in this man brand of shari law. These
are separate unique issue’s at time’s years apart from one another. Foreign citizens with
Diplomatic passports on US soil but not a diplomat?? Foreign nationals in our Hotel ,
motel industry? Russian scientist’s etc, etc, etc. Samoli nationals driving taxi in the
presidents home town and Columbus Ohio. Samoli’nationals working in a meat packing
plant in Iowa as replacement worker, after illegal migrants are arrested and deported.
Don’t let the bed bugs bite.
Do you realize that when all these issue’s are back engineered they all have one
government agency above all others first , in common with these events . The nucleus of
these attacks all go back to the United States State Department, and our enemies
overseas. Someone has been using this agency to plant the seeds of our destruction from
within for along time. Long before Madam Secretary Hillary Clinton was appointed. If
the Highest form of flattery is imitation, why would terrorist’s in Britain as part of their
bonding training exercise’s go white water rafting? What does our enemies see in her that

the rest of us don’t? Go back to the Oslo accord’s. Clinton and Arafat played tag team to
give this country and the Israelis and the United States the Middle finger.
Justice ignored, justice denied. Deny justice for one hurts everyone. Manipulate
the laws of our nation, CONTROL THE MESSAGE, and you can destroy American
families the bedrock of our republic. Our enemies are laughing their heads off at us. My
enemies have existed since the very cradle of civilization. My enemies are 100’s of
centuries old. In their cultures, in their timeline , the United States is but a weed in their
desert’s, to be ignored and forgotten. The attacks in our country at Twin Towers is recent
to us, but to our enemies in comparison , on their collective timeline it just happened,
yesterday.
Arab leaders know they are throwing Salt on the wound regarding the Mosque.
Regardless of where you build the Mosque, a central question still remains unanswered.
What will be the be the policies of these Mosque’s. Will Muslim men and women be
allowed to freely, swim and commingle together as in our western culture, or segregated
and mistreated like second class citizens, at times treated no better than their dogs, the
way Muslim women are mistreated over sea’s. Keep their women, uneducated, barefoot
and pregnant. To be shot, stoned, locked up, raped at will , kidnapped etc. What will be
the rights of women in these mosque’s, being built on US soil. Are these Mosque’s going
to promote fire brand cleric’s , their teaching’s and recording’s to radicalize their
youth?? or moderates of a noble religion ??? Building the Mosque 1 mile away from
ground zero is not the issue. CONTROL THE MESSAGE, MANIPULATE THE LAWS,
DESTROYS AMERICAN FAMILIES.
When the terrorist from Denver, his Imam, and Kadaffi of Libya are all
photographed by the world press and at the UN they each used our 2 finger peace
symbol. Look at attacks that have come out of Iraq, Go look at the resulting orchestrated
cinematography of various attacks and issues, starting with the attack of our embassy
before the USS COLE. The Assignation of Prime Minister Bhutto . There are 2 distant
symbols that emerge V and the Number 11.
Our 2 finger peace symbol as first used by Winston Churhill, Richard Nixon, and
our Anti War movement during Vietnam does not mean peace to them. For radicalized
Muslims and their Arab leaders that use them for their purposes as their foot solders are
hell bent on our destruction , there is a duality of meaning and purpose to them in
orchestrated cinematography. Psychological Warfare, a Force Multiplier’s to our enemy
that realizes that we are a very visually stimulated society subconsciously.
What are the implication’s of lack of curiosity and creativity on the part of my
enemy. The resulting orchestrated cinematography by my enemy. The Soviets and our
enemies are trying to ignite another attack against Hollywood and can not be tolerated
under any circumstance’s . What are the implications of the movies MAN ON FIRE,
FLY AWAY HOME, ARLINGTON ROAD, HOME OF THE BRAVE . and the
unsolved smiley face killings? Go watch the movie SYRIANA. The movie HURT
LOCKER , misses the point. The need for adrenaline is the addiction, not war . But their
producers are entitled to there opinion. It is not the fault of Hollywood that a terrorist lack
curiosity and creativity that freedom would give their people. Go find out how a terrorist
denoted near the Prince of Saudi Arabia in charge of Counter Terrorism, when asking for
forgiveness and was not wearing a suicide belt? ( Man on Fire)

Orchestrated cinematography. Psychological Warfare, a Force Multiplier, that a
pictures is worth a 1000 words. My enemy realizes that our country has always had a for
boding dread regarding Friday the 13th and enjoyment regarding the series 007. The
Soviet Union used to hold their mayday parades at red square, and subsequently you
would see a sea of red. Chavez of Venezuela holds rallies and you see a sea of red. The
Oslo accords are signed on September the 13th. One of the first major immigration protest
rallies are in Los angeles, at MC Arthur park dubbed the Mayday may lay , and another
Sea of Red. Changing LAPD riot procedures. Law suits that settled for 13 millon dollars
and the year the riots occurred 2 007 . Progressives, socialists, liberals, democrats,
communist’s or whatever re brand they want to call themselves next. are in the White
House and our National Debt as of the week of September 11, 2010 is 13 trillion dollars.
An amount of debt equal to what we are spending on our defense budget again 13 trillion
dollars. Who’s fingerprint’s are on that orchestrated timing of events. A secondary
convenient explosion happens at an oil rig, giving the president political cover regarding
his position on his moratorium and conveniently 13 people are in the water. Remember
December the 7th 1941. A private panel of economists that dates the beginnings and ends
of recessions, said the current downturn began in December 2 007. making it the longest
recession since World War II ??? .
We have a real life scenario played out against Hollywood ( Gran Torino ) The
rise of MS13 a gang and as in the movies , a gang shows up on the lawn of a private
residence in long island new york. Warning shots are fired into the ground, and the home
owner goes to jail. Is it true, during the Clinton administration our country found out that
there were soviet military advisors south of the border, training insurgents to go north
against the Gringos that a platoon of our Elite Army Delta’s were betrayed and they
themselves killed instead of our enemy. Betrayed, because inside operational information
was given to our enemies. Does the country realize that a nationally recognized
restaurant chain in a strategic Mexican/ Texas border town has an advertising campaign
feed x product to the people, and in bold print. JOIN THE REVOLUTION.
The Russians and our other enemies are masters at manipulating the world press
as part of their power base. Manipulating our constitution and freedom of the press.
Manipulate the laws of our nation, CONTROL THE MESSAGE and you can destroy
American families, the bedrock of our republic. Let’s first go after the right in a fair and
balanced approach , that they are found of saying , in pursuit of their nielson rating’s and
then we will deal with the Liberal Media last. The hawks in the Pentagon, Capitol Hill
and right wing media all attack President Obama regarding the surge that he did not care
about our men and women in Afghanistan. What went on behind the scenes regarding
this issue??
I knew that based on prior MISCONDUCT of DOD personnel at CENTCOM,
PENTGAGON, and others on Capitol Hill , that I couldn’t turn to them with my
concerns. Instead I went to a secret service agent, and someone at the Air force academy.
That I didn’t want President Obama setting one foot in Afghanistan until DOD could
guarantee that our personnel and the President would not be vulnerable to an
unconventional nuclear attack. Something as simple as donkey, walking right in on top of
our bases with a nuclear bomb. The same smuggling routes they use to get drugs out and
their money in . I will eventually have upwards to a 100,000 all those combat veteran’s
deployed in theater. Veterans in giving our enemy a black eye, on the battle field!!

Will some in the world at large care if a nuclear device goes of in a
underdeveloped country like Afghanistan and for bonus purposes directly or indirectly
kills my fellow marines and soliders, because of radiation posing . Some might argue that
a terrorist is doing the world a favor because of radiation fall out . Contaminating the soil,
there by destroying their opium supply and heroine on the world supply chain. Who
would benefit from those issue’s . Those nuclear explosion’s in North Korea, were they
really a pop dud fiz, or have they perfected portable nuclear bombs, that a terrorist would
pay an arm and a leg for. Their leader gets all excited and demands that Clinton show up
to get female reporter’s and then demands that carter show up?? Who in the democratic
party was instrumental in getting nuclear technology to the North Koreans in the first
place? Was Carter just a fall guy in the process?
Let’s not forget that the Soviet Union was in Afghanistan first. How do you know
that they don’t have a nuclear bomb buried under ground that I don’t know about?
Controlled remote satellite detonation , Oh yeah I forgot , it’s the Russian mafia’s fault
and that the black market that was not created on purpose to give Russian leaders cover,
and was an accident ? Where were their bases in comparison to ours , projected wind fall
out conditions for maximum impact against our troops . Map over lays of their bases in
comparison to ours? Where is the most logical place, considering those factors?
While I don’t want to loose any President, they realize that possibility comes with
the territory , which is why they have a Vice President in that eventuality. But what are
the consequences of loosing how many Combat Veterans in Afghanistan directly or
indirectly because of radiation poising. Operational forces that were gutted and down
sized because of the peace dividend.
Now lets look at the liberal media. Manipulate the laws of our nation ,
CONTROL THE MESSAGE and you can destroy American families the bedrock of our
republic. Our enemies are laughing their heads off at us. An individual liberal reporter is
not your enemy rather their corporate dictator that CONTROLS THE MESSAGE.
WMD’S, weapons of mass distractions and distortion’s.
The Soviet Union , or whatever they call themselves today or tomorrow , are
masters at manipulating the world press as part of their power base. An individual
reporter allows himself to manipulated by our enemy into showing the use of a sniper
against one of my fellow marines, shot in the head, for the purposes of propaganda. Is
this one of many reason’s why CNN is referred to by our personnel As the Communist
News Network ?? Hanoi Jane was married to who at this network ?? Remember that I
would not have been able to prove WMD’S to Colin Powell if it was not for the report by
CNN regarding the Al Samoud missile, pre invasion for the second Gulf war when the
Israelis were building their safe rooms.
Look at the differences in coverage currently occurring involving Sarah Pallen
and Madam Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. A conservative Christian Woman vs a
Progressive , that believes in socialism. Change the label, change the brand. In the long
run what is better for American families the bed rock of our republic . As much as they
try, to socially engineer things against our families. Who benefits on the basis of profit
alone and the continued hyper sexual messages , that our children get. These continued
messages only make it easier for our children to be manipulated and controlled. The
image makers, and the advertising world and special interest’s on K street running all the

way to the Bank at the expense of our children , that have been subliminally programmed
to have little or no impulse control.
The majority of our nation are Christian regardless of denomination and our
Christian values are used against us all over the world. Our Constitution and Bill of
Rights are guaranteed to our citizens regardless of how a person individually chooses to
live their lives. So what are families and our children supposed to do. Home schooling
only to try and have teacher union’s, attack the process. Lotteries for our familes to try
and get their children into Charter schools, the way Washington DC did, only to have that
program attacked and funding shut down by who?
Christian families don’t realize the true power they really truly have over the
entire process used against you? First establish what news network has the lowest Nielsen
rating’s nation wide, don’t boycott an individual product to send a message to an
advertising agency or their companies they represent. You will always have products and
companies. Learn to thin the herd, Completely ignore and shut down an entire Network.
Who ever currently has the lowest Nielsen rating’s , be it ABC, NBC, MSNBC, CNN,
which one has the lowest Nielsen rating’s . Put them entirely out of business even if this
means loosing your favorite late night comedian, or TV show. Send a resounding
coordinated thunder crack all over our journalism schools that you demand a far and
balanced approach. That you further demand and will get programming that is user
friendly to our families.
Under no circumstances is a politician or the religious community in our country
to attack Hollywood the way Senator Mc McCarthy did. An attack against freedom of
speech, is an attack against our bill of rights and our constitution. Has anyone on Capitol
Hill ever passed an amendment or proclamation to apologize to Hollywood regarding one
of our countries darkest periods in our fight against Communism. Senator McCarthy and
Hoover knew they had a problem with communism then, but didn’t realize how they
should have fought the battle . If I had went to these men back in the 30’s and said you
had to fight communism on the basis of psychology and marketing. They would have
thrown me out of their offices as some sort of Space Cadet.
Realize that our level of understanding of psychology back in the 1930’s, in
comparison of what it is today ,are worlds apart from one another. Which is where that
battle should have been waged . Everyone in our country has freedom of speech, does
not mean that I have to watch or listen to slop. Impulse control, that is beach head in the
battle for the health and welfare of our children. Teach our children to debate both sides
of any issue as they learn to make independent decision’s for themselves. Our Christian
families can however mobilize to take your school boards back, city councils. The
Internet is one of the greatest equalizer’s that you have not fully learned to use, the way
you could. That we want our Universities to have a fair and balanced approach , that your
children will not be mistreated for their conservative views. That we expect a lot more
conservative teachers and professors for our tax dollars. It’s a shame that my enemies
foreign and domestic, conveniently neglect to show Danzell Washington’s movie “ The
Great Debaters “ that we don’t want your children brain washed. That my enemy does not
fully profile His role his the Boys and Girls Clubs of America.
The progressive , socialist, liberals, democrats or whatever they want to call
themselves today are watching the upswing of the tea party movement and the
republicans are getting all excited. The pendulum is going to swing back right. I want the

tea party movement to realize that one of the most dangerous people on American soil on
both sides of the aisle, directly or indirectly a threat to your liberty is the professional
staffer and interns on both sides of the Aisle. Including staffers for Sergeant of Arms , for
the Senate and Congress, and the Chiefs office for Capitol Hill Poilce. What happens if
they don’t like the message you are bringing to them, political or otherwise. “ Hold on,
let me get someone to help you with this issue, as they do a blind transfer to another to
another department or individual that gruffly answers the phone “ THREAT
ASSEMENT” to try and intimidate. Intentionally leaving people feeling alienated and
disenfranchised so our republic won’t vote. They depend on your complacency and
laziness. Does history show that one vote is the difference?, that brought Hitler to power,
I guess they forgot to teach this to our children as well.
This process only serves make things easier for special interest’s on K street to
manipulate the process against our families. This allows congressman and senators to get
away with saying “ I didn’t know, nobody told me , its my staff’s fault “ The only person
that ever apologized about these procedures was a staffer during the campaign for our
current President Obama.
There is one book above all others that currently needs to go straight to the top of
the list of the New York Times, and amazons best sellers and stay there for months to
come , before and after the election’s of 2012. This book is written, as seen through the
eyes of a freshman congressman that was part of the “Contract with America” Currently
Senator Tom Coburn” the very title of his book summarizes what that current tea party
movement needs to analyze, digest, and blue print before you are ever sworn in as
freshman legislatures for the Senate or the Congress.
Why did he title his book ‘ BREACH OF TRUST ‘ HOW WASHINGTON
TURNS OUTSIDERS INTO INSIDERS” If the tea party movement digest’s , this
information on their own , independent of republicans leadership before you get or elect
people you’ll appreciate it more and not have to learn some things the hard way. Maintain
credibility and solidarity of this movement for American Families and our Republic as
we take our country back. If senator Tom Coburn is true to his word that he will only
serve two terms in the senate and goes home. If he subsequently writes about the games
that are played in the senate as played in the congress, then I want one of the first copies.
The News anchors at Fox and friends in the morning, solicit slogan’s of the hour,
here is mine . “ As the other networks continue to cry in their beer, and the rest of us
gather at Cheers to celebrate the success of the Three Musketeers ( hand gesture pulling
our swords) Lets all remember the slogan ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR. “ But wait
were there not other Musketeers that promised to see all evil , hear all evil and not ignore
it!! Clean both chambers inside and out as headquarters are set up.
What 911 should have taught everyone is to spread the liability to spread the
liability to military, political, and law enforcement careers . Don’t put you eggs in one
basket. Had yet another occasion to deal with yet another office of the FBI. An office that
I had previously dealt with on multiple occasion’s before the SAIC retired. The junior
agents never understood what the senior and I would talk about . He has retired and I get
new agent . Trying to give him information, Bob he says, this information is too sketchy .
I cant submit a report to FBI HDQS on this. That if I was an FBI agent I would
understand.

I asked him in rebuttal the following Question. If I had a platoon of Seals, Delta’s,
Green Berets, Rangers, Marines Recon, Black Op CIA, Marine Special forces and Air
Force commandos at a football field. In the same black op tactical gear, hooded, goggles,
and gloves . Issuing Marine Kabar hardened surgical steel on the way down to the field.
We are then ordered to circulate for ten 10 minutes, so that you don’t know how I am,
and I don’t know who you are? Ordered to pair up, from one end zone to another, like we
are going to train in hand to hand knife fighting. Was this FBI agent, the alleged lead
agency in counter terrorism for these men’s families and yours going to go down to field
with me, look these men in the eyes, walk the line with me. Telling them he did
everything possible to keep their families safe?? When I have an FBI agent , tell me no he
would not. There in lies what I have to say about the FBI, regardless of a few good agents
I have dealt or deal with. You SOB’ s in your operation centers, federal state and local
then have the audacity to get pissed at me , when you feel I’m bothering You? Careful
what you wish for when you decry your going to have me arrested. Are the rest of you
reading this going to walk the line , with me??
For those of you in leadership positions that feel blind sided by what you are
learning in this particular installment, with more I’m sure to come. You only have to
thank Capitol Hill, Pentagon, State Governments and security operations. To my friend at
the National Governors Association , that I have used through the years to try and keep
the executive board in the loop. Thank you is not enough. At least we tried, even if
people ignored things. Communication has also occurred with the democratic and
republican, governors association. RNC AND DNC
On a final note of gratitude and thanks while she is still a live. I would like to
extend my heart felt gratitude to her Majesty the Queen of England for having her
Grenadier Guards in Philadelphia for the last Football game between the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and Philadelphia Eagles at Veteran Stadium. Before power brokers threw
away the name Veteran in that city because someone had money to pay for their new
stadium. With those Veterans buried at Valley Forge . Philadelphia, our founding fathers
and our constitution. A major at your embassy in Washington can attest to the fact that
at times I m not the best diplomat. I rather favor the slogan of your SAS and my former
units.” HE WHO DARES WINS” // WE GUARD THE PEACE // SWIFT, SILENT,
AND DEADLY// I further promise to deal with the misconduct of US personnel during
the BP Crisis that have destroyed the lives of American Families, not restricted to US
companies.
To all us personnel over seas on various battlefield’s , stay focused on your
respective missions. Come home to your families. Realize there is at least one snake
eater, that will go to jail, if that’s what it takes, to keep your families safe. Continue to
follow for heart, your instinct’s and pray as you pursue your individual destinies. These
skills have served me and this nation well. For those that choose to be part of a collective
hive and the cube, it is a free country and you do have freedom of choice.
The definition of curiosity: is an emotion related to natural inquisitive behavior
such as exploration, investigation, and learning, evident by observation in human and
many animal species. A desire to know or learn, a desire to know about people or things.
Not concern one; nosiness. An object that arouses interest, as by being…. Patience is
bitter but its fruit is sweet.
God does bless America, and Israel a nation against all odds.

